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A colloidal particle driven by externally actuated rotation can self-propel parallel to a rigid boundary by exploiting the hydrodynamic coupling that surfaces induce between translation and rotation. As such a roller moves along the boundary it generates local vortical flows, which can be used to trap and transport passive cargo particles. However, the details and conditions for this trapping mechanism have not yet been fully understood. Here, we show that the trapping of cargo is accomplished through time-irreversible interactions between the cargo and the boundary, leading to its migration across streamlines into a steady flow vortex next to the roller. The trapping mechanism is explained analytically with a two-dimensional model, investigated numerically in three dimensions for a wide range of parameters and is shown to be analogous to the deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) technique used in microfluidics for the separation of differently sized particles. The several geometrical parameters of the problem are analysed and we predict that thin, disc-like rollers offer the most favourable trapping conditions.

I. Introduction

One of the first practical skills acquired by babies is the catching and moving of small items. The fluid world provides a similar challenge and the entrapment and manipulation of small objects has long been of great technological interest in micro- and nanofluidics. A wide range of physical mechanics may be exploited to achieve these tasks, giving rise to optical, magnetic, electrostatic, or hydrodynamic forces. In recent years, synthetic swimmers actuated by external fields, chemical fuels or bacteria have been attracting attention and been employed successfully for the transport of cargo towards biomedical applications.

In what is perhaps the simplest configuration suitable for the manipulation of objects in a fluid at small scales, rotating nanowires have been shown to be capable of trapping and transporting small particles within hydrodynamic vortices, as shown in Fig. 1a. These magnetic nanowires are made of nickel and located near a flat surface. When the rotational axis of the magnetic field is parallel to that interface, asymmetric viscous drag near the wall converts rotation of the wire into a translation force in the direction parallel to the surface. When the nanowire then rotates near a non-magnetic body (in this particular case the bacterium Escherichia coli), the body can be trapped and transported by the resulting vortical flow.

Similar results have also been reported using magnetic particles rotating along an axis slightly tilted from the perpendicular direction, as shown in Fig. 1b. Related hydrodynamic bound phenomena have been demonstrated using a pair of magnetically driven rollers. In general, when a body rotates and translates simultaneously, a vortical flow field of finite size appears around the body. Both fluid and particles in this region are transported together with a moving roller, as was previously shown for a rod simultaneously rotating and translating in an unbounded fluid. However the onset of trapping demonstrated experimentally has so far remained elusive and both the physical mechanism behind the trapping and the optimal trapping conditions have yet to be identified.

At relatively high Reynolds number, inertial forces have been exploited to focus or trap particles in microfluidic channels. However, in the low Reynolds number limit that is relevant for small particles, inertial terms become negligible and the fluid motion is quasi-steady. Specifically, the fluid velocity, \( \mathbf{u} \), satisfies the incompressible Stokes equations:

\[
\nabla p = \mu \nabla^2 \mathbf{u}, \quad \nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} = 0,
\]

where \( p \) and \( \mu \) are the dynamic pressure and viscosity of the fluid, respectively. Since these equations have no explicit time dependence, no time-irreversible motion and thus no focusing and entrapment is possible unless irreversible forces are introduced through the boundary conditions.

In this article, we demonstrate that the mechanism of hydrodynamic trapping by a surface roller is due to the steric
interaction of cargo particles with the solid boundary. Specifically, when the cargo is advected by the flow created by the roller and also sufficiently large, the steric interactions with the bounding surface allow it to migrate across streamlines into the steady flow vortex and it remains trapped there. We begin by investigating the mechanism numerically using a model roller and finite-element simulations that we describe in Section II. Our results are summarised in Section III, where we present a phase diagram that indicates which parameter configurations lead to trapping and which do not. Furthermore, we illustrate the process of cargo migration and investigate the case of pure translation and no rolling. In Section IV we present two theoretical models focusing on different aspects of our setup and explaining different features of the phase diagram, as well as the physical mechanism of cargo trapping. The paper concludes with a discussion in Section V where we show in particular that trapping is analogous to deterministic lateral displacement (DLD), a technique widely used in microfluidics\textsuperscript{4,13,17,19} and recently demonstrated to function down to nanometer scales.\textsuperscript{29}

II. Computational model

A. Setup

The geometrical setup of our model problem is illustrated in Fig. 2. We consider Stokes flow as described by eqn (1) (i.e. we assume the Reynolds number to be much smaller than unity) in a semi-infinite domain described by Cartesian coordinates $(x, y, z)$. The roller is modelled as an oblate spheroid with semi-major axes of length $a$ in the $x$- and $z$-directions and semi-minor axis of length $b \leq a$ in the $y$-direction, centred at $(0, 0, 0)$ in a frame where it is stationary (illustrated in black in the figure). A rigid boundary is placed at $z = -a - \delta$, where $\delta \ll a$ is the width of the gap between the roller and the domain boundary, which is non-zero due to the presence of a lubrication film in creeping flow. The roller translates with a velocity $U = U\hat{x}$, rotates at a rate $\Omega = \Omega\hat{y}$, is force-free and subject to a fixed external torque of the form $G = G\hat{y}$. The cargo particle is assumed spherical with radius $r$, force- and torque-free and initially placed far ahead of the roller with its centre at height $z = -a - \delta$.

![Fig. 2](image-url) (a) Schematic illustration of irreversible trapping by a surface roller illustrating the trapping of a passive spherical particle (cargo, red) by the rotating ellipsoidal particle (roller, black) due to steric repulsion from the bottom wall. (b) Sketch of the initial geometry projected in the $y-z$ plane, illustrating relevant length scales.
$z = r$ and displaced sideways by a distance $l$ in the $y$-direction (illustrated in red in the figure). Note that $l$ refers to the initial value of this displacement, which changes when the roller passes the cargo. Finally, we assume that the no-slip boundary condition holds on both the wall and the roller and hence that the fluid velocity matches the velocity of the boundary.

B. The finite-element routine

Since a full dynamic simulation of the roller and the cargo in this geometry is prohibitively expensive, we approximate the dynamics by calculating the flow due to the roller alone and determine the trajectories of the cargo under the assumption that it is sufficiently small not to create a significant disturbance to the velocity field. This approximation is exact in the case of a vanishingly small cargo particle and approximately correct for small values of $r/a$.

In Stokes flow, the hydrodynamic force $F$ and torque $G$ acting on the roller are related to its translational velocity $U$ and angular velocity $\Omega$ by an instantaneous linear relation of the form

$$
\begin{pmatrix} F \\ G \end{pmatrix} = - \begin{pmatrix} A & B \\ C & D \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} U \\ \Omega \end{pmatrix},
$$

where $A$, $B$, $C = B^T$, and $D$ are positive definite matrices that depend on the instantaneous position and orientation of the spheroid. Their combination is called the resistance tensor.\(^{12}\)

For a spheroid with the orientation described above, classical symmetry arguments allow one to deduce that the components of the resistance tensor associated with translation in the $x$-direction and rotation about the $y$-axis decouple from the others and only give rise to forces in the $z$-direction and torques in the $y$-direction (in other words, the resistance tensor is block-diagonal). In particular, there can be no motion in the $z$-direction and consequently the associated components of the resistance tensor are constant in time.

In order to determine the values of the resistance tensor, we use a finite-element routine (COMSOL Multiphysics version 4.4) and compute the flow field $u(x)$ due to an ellipsoid in this geometry with prescribed translational velocity and zero orientational velocity, and vice versa. In both cases, we compute the hydrodynamic force and torque on the ellipsoid according to

$$
F = \int \sigma \cdot n \, dS, \quad G = \int x \times \sigma \cdot n \, dS,
$$

where $\sigma = -\rho I + \mu(\nabla u + (\nabla u)^T)$ is the hydrodynamic stress tensor, $n$ the unit outward normal to the roller surface, $x$ the position vector and the integral is taken over the surface of the ellipsoid. Exploiting linearity, this allows us to invert (the relevant part of) the resistance tensor and thus find the translational velocity $U = U\hat{x}$ and orientational velocity $\Omega = \Omega\hat{y}$ for a given value of the applied torque, $G$, the roller aspect ratio, $b/a$, and the relative gap width, $\delta/a$.

In order to validate our code we compare the hereby obtained values for the ratio of $U$ and $\Omega$ to values in the literature derived theoretically through lubrication theory\(^9\) and find good quantitative agreement.\(^{23}\) From dimensional analysis, we may deduce that we can write the coupling rate as $U/\Omega = \gamma(\delta/a, b/a)$ where $\gamma$ is a dimensionless function of two dimensionless variables. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, where we see that the coupling rate depends only weakly on the precise value of the parameters unless $\delta/a$ becomes very small. This is in agreement with lubrication theory, which predicts a divergence as $\delta \rightarrow 0$.\(^5\) In a similar fashion, we expect the flow field and trapping dynamics to be robust against variations of the parameter $\delta$, as long as $\delta/a \gtrsim 0.04$. In what follows, we shall therefore limit our computational analysis to the case $\delta/a = 0.04$.

C. Simulating cargo trajectories

Next we consider the trajectory of a force- and torque-free spherical cargo particle in the flow field created by the roller. Faxén’s first law states that the velocity, $V$, of a force-free spherical body with radius $r$ in an unbounded Stokes flow $u(x)$ is given by\(^{16}\)

$$
V = \left(1 + \frac{r^2}{6} \nabla^2\right) u(x).
$$

We note that this formula is only exact in an unbounded geometry, while near a wall that there are corrections of $O(r^2/d^2)$ where $d$ is the distance between the centre of the cargo and the closest boundary. Furthermore, the relative size of the Laplacian term is $O(r^2/L^2)$, where $L$ is the typical length scale of variations in the flow velocity. We make a simplifying assumption here and neglect both these terms, so that $V = u(x)$ and therefore approximate cargo trajectories may be obtained by integrating streamlines of the flow created by the roller. Mathematically this corresponds to the limit $r^2 \ll d^2, L^2$.

A crucial step towards modelling the lateral migration of particles is taking into account the steric interactions between the lower boundary and the roller. With the aim to remove the velocity component normal to the boundary and thus model steric repulsion with no friction, we integrate trajectories according to

$$
\frac{dx}{dt} = \begin{cases} 
(1 - mn) \cdot u(x) & \text{if cargo is in contact with boundary,} \\
u(x) & \text{if not,}
\end{cases}
$$

Fig. 3 Computed rotation–translation coupling rate, $U/\Omega$, for an ellipsoid subject to a constant torque, $G\hat{y}$, as a function of its aspect ratio, $b/a$, for a range of dimensionless gap widths, $\delta/a$ (see notation in Fig. 2).
where \( n(x) \) is a unit normal vector at the point of contact for any position \( x(t) \) of the cargo centre such that the cargo touches a boundary (which is permitted to be either the wall or the roller). In the ESI,\(^{23} \) we examine the accuracy of this model by comparing it with detailed finite-element simulations at judiciously chosen values of the model parameters, and demonstrate its relevance for the modelling of our problem.

Numerically, we initialise the cargo centre at position \((3a, l_i, -a + r)\) in the frame where the roller is stationary and centred at \((0,0,0)\) and solve for the cargo trajectory, \(x(t)\), for various values of the roller aspect ratio \(b/a\), the relative cargo size \(r/a\) and the initial lateral displacement \(l/a\). To this end, we use a forward-Euler scheme with a time-step sufficiently small for the results to be robust to variations in step size by a factor of two. Note that since the flow is linear in \(G\), the value of the applied torque has no influence on the geometry of particle trajectories and it only determines the overall magnitude of the flow field.

### III. Computational results

#### A. Phase diagram for cargo entrapment

Numerically, we probe the parameter space of \(r/a\) between 0.01 and 0.25 and \(l/a\) between 0.01 and 0.30 in increments of 0.01 for eight different values of the aspect ratio \(b/a\) between 0.125 and 1 in increments of 0.125. Our computational results are summarised in the phase diagram shown in Fig. 4. Each black dot corresponds to a single simulation and the coloured lines indicate the boundary between configurations for which trapping of the cargo by the roller vortex is observed (below) and not observed (above). Here entrapment is defined as the convergence of the cargo to a periodic orbit in the frame where the roller is stationary. Since no entrapment occurs for \(l/a \geq 0.16\) we omit this range in the diagram for clarity. Furthermore, we observe that steric interactions generally occur only between the cargo and the lower wall, but never between cargo and roller.

For all values in our examined parameter range, the flow induced by the roller advects the cargo sufficiently far to the side to prevent this situation.

We draw four main conclusions from the data summarised in Fig. 4. First, and most obviously, the range of cargo sizes \(r/a\) and initial lateral displacements \(l/a\) that lead to entrapment decreases as the aspect ratio is varied from a very flat ellipsoid \((b/a = 0.125)\) to a sphere \((b/a = 1)\). In fact, in the case of a sphere no trapping is observed at all. These results suggest that a narrow aspect ratio is conducive to trapping. Secondly, the dependence on the initial cargo position, \(l/a\), is monotonic for every configuration of the other parameters, with a well-defined threshold above which no trapping occurs. This result makes intuitive sense, since a cargo particle placed very far to the side of the roller will experience little to no deflection, while particles in the path of the roller experience the strongest flows. Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, we observe that the dependence of the trapping threshold on cargo size \(r/a\) is not monotonic. Instead, a well-defined range of values exists for each configuration of lateral placement \(l/a\) and roller aspect ratio \(b/a\) in which trapping occurs. Therefore this provides a constraint on what type of cargo a given roller can trap and transport at all, since only cargo of the right size will be pushed from its unbounded trajectories into a region of closed streamlines. Finally, we see in Fig. 4 that the slope of the separatrices for small values of \(l/a\) and \(r/a\) are all approximately one, regardless of the roller aspect ratio. This suggests that in order to be trapped, a cargo particles must not lie entirely on one side of the plane of symmetry of the roller.

#### B. Illustration of cargo migration

In order to shed more light on the entrapment mechanism, we illustrate in Fig. 5 three exemplary parameter configurations. We choose the values \(b/a = 0.5\) and \(l/a = 0.07\), which can be seen in Fig. 4 (and as reproduced in Fig. 5d) to feature different behaviour for three different ranges of \(r/a\), for which we select the values \(r/a = 0.05, 0.10\) and 0.25. An examination of the trajectories reveals that a cargo particle that is too small squeezes through below a region of closed streamlines next to the roller (Fig. 5a), while cargo that is too large is instead lifted up to trajectories around the same region (Fig. 5c). For a particle of intermediate size (Fig. 5b), we observe a trajectory that is not fore-aft symmetric, as the cargo is pushed into a vortex of closed streamlines by steric interactions with the bottom wall.

#### C. Pure translation does not lead to trapping

In a similar fashion to the case of a roller that is subject to a constant torque, we also examined the case of a purely translating spheroid with \(\Omega = 0\) and \(U \neq 0\). Such a scenario is somewhat artificial, since it requires a finely tuned ratio of non-zero force and torque, but is nonetheless instructive to examine because it exhibits strikingly different behaviour. We considered the cases of a sphere \((b/a = 1)\) and a very flat spheroid \((b/a = 0.125)\) for the range \(l/a = 0.01–0.30\) and \(r/a = 0.01–0.25\) in steps of 0.01 each and integrate streamlines numerically in the same fashion as above. In this case, we find that for no parameter value in this range the...
cargo particle is trapped, instead it always passes the spheroid on a nearly unperturbed trajectory. From this we can hence conclude that the rotation of the spheroid is essential for entrapment and bounded transport of cargo particles.

IV. Theoretical model

The phase diagram in Fig. 4 was obtained by simulating the trajectories of cargo particles numerically. Since the geometry of the problem is rather complex, we propose two different theoretical models that each focus on a different feature of the numerical observations. First, we consider the flow induced by a rotating and translating disc in an unbounded fluid (neglecting the influence of the wall), in order to explain why trapping is more pronounced for flat rollers and why there is an upper limit to the size of cargo that may be trapped. We then propose a two-dimensional singularity model, to explain the physical mechanism of trapping and why no trapping is observed for a purely translating spheroid.

A. Vortex flow surrounding a translating and rotating rigid disc

The first important feature of the phase diagram is the prominence of trapping for rollers with a narrow aspect ratio. In order to elucidate this further, we begin by considering the extreme case of a rolling disc, i.e. we consider the limit $b = 0$, and in order to make analytical progress, we ignore the presence of the wall. We consider a frame in which the disc is stationary but rotating with angular velocity $\Omega = \Omega \hat{y}$, and scale lengths by the disc radius, $a$. Since the no-slip condition is applied on the disc's surface, very near to it (that is for $|y|$ small) the fluid is approximately in solid body rotation. In terms of cylindrical polar coordinates $(\rho, \theta, y)$ with $\rho^2 = x^2 + z^2$ and $\tan \theta = x/z$ we show in the ESI,† that the streamfunction for a rotating rigid disc in a quiescent infinite fluid is of the form $\psi = \psi(\rho; y)\hat{y}$ where

$$\psi = \frac{\Omega}{\pi} \left[ -\frac{x^2}{\lambda} + \lambda + \left( \frac{y^2}{\lambda^2} + 1 + 3y^2 - \lambda^2 \right) \cot^{-1} \lambda \right],$$

(6)

and

$$\lambda = \left\{ \frac{1}{2} (\rho^2 + y^2 - 1) + \frac{1}{2} (\rho^2 + y^2 - 1)^2 + 4y^2 \right\}^{1/2}.$$  

(7)

To model our simulations, we still need to add translation in the plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation. To this end we define the non-dimensional coupling rate between translation and rotation as $\gamma = U/\Omega a$. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the translation is slow and typically $\gamma \approx 0.1 \ll 1$. In order to describe the flow topology and identify regions of closed streamlines, we would

Fig. 5 Numerical illustration of trapping for a roller (grey) of aspect ratio $b/a = 0.5$ and spherical cargo (red) of initial lateral displacement $l/a = 0.07$ and of three different sizes $r/a$. The thick blue line show the cargo trajectory in the frame where the roller is stationary, with the dashed red lines indicating shadows on planes perpendicular to the $x$- and $z$-axes added for clarity. The roller travels in the positive $x$-direction. Arrows indicate the direction of the cargo trajectories and axes are scaled by $a$. (a) Small cargo particles are squeezed through under a region of closed streamlines; (b) medium-sized particles are pushed into a vortex of closed streamlines through steric interactions with the bottom wall and are therefore trapped; (c) large particles are confined to unbounded trajectories around the vortex; (d) location of (a)–(c) in the phase diagram of Fig. 4.
like to use the streamfunction formalism for the more complicated problem of coupled translation and rotation as well, since it is easy to identify the value of $\psi$ at stationary points, where $\nabla \psi = 0$, and then trace the contours that separate topologically distinct regions of the flow. However, as is evident from the numerics also, there is a new out-of-plane component of the flow in the $y$-direction as soon as translation is considered.

In order to circumvent this issue, we exploit the fact that $\gamma$ is small and simply add a background flow of magnitude $-UX$. This effectively amounts to neglecting the correction to the streamfunction due to the no-slip condition on the disc surface. It is easily seen that the magnitude of the discrepancy on the boundary is uniformly equal to $\gamma$ and thus, by linearity of Stokes flow, the global error in $u$ incurred is also linear in $\gamma$.

After rescaling and removing an apparent divergence at $\lambda = 0$ by substituting $\rho$ for $y$ we then find that the approximated translation–rotation streamfunction is hence given by

$$
\psi(x, z; \gamma) = \frac{1}{\pi} \left[ \frac{3\lambda}{1 + \lambda^2 \rho^2} - 2\lambda \right]
+ \left( 2 + 2\lambda^2 - \frac{1 + 3\lambda^2}{1 + \lambda^2 \rho^2} \right) \cot^{-1} \lambda + \gamma z.
$$

This streamfunction now allows us to identify a region of closed streamlines semi-analytically. We find numerically that for small values of $|y|$ there exist two stagnation points which are located at $x = 0$ and $z$ positive. As $|y|$ increases, these vanish through a saddle-node bifurcation. By identifying contours of $\psi$ equal to the value at the saddle, we can then determine the size and shape of the vortex. For the representative value of $\gamma = 0.1$ this is illustrated in Fig. 6 by means of two cross-sections in the planes $x = 0$ and $y = 0$. We see two topologically distinct regions, separated by the thick red line that corresponds to intersection of the streamlines that pass through the line of saddle points with the plane $x = 0$ (Fig. 6a). Inside this region, streamlines are closed and encircle the lines of centre points (dashed line), while outside the streamlines are unbounded and extend to infinity in the $x$-direction (Fig. 6b). The discrepancy between the centre of the disc and the centre stagnation point of the flow is due to the approximation we made earlier and is equal to $\gamma$.

While it is expected that the presence of the wall will also alter the general topology of the flow field, the model illustrates that the flat geometry leads to the fluid in the region $\{\rho < 1, |y| \ll 1\}$ moving in nearly solid-body rotation. As seen in Fig. 5, this still holds true for the vortex in the presence of the wall, except very close to the boundary, where this is a small distortion in the $y$-direction. This provides a constraint on the size of cargo particles that may be trapped at all, since cargo particles exceeding the size of the vortex width cannot be trapped in it by volume exclusion. Likewise, a particle placed too far to the side of the roller will simply circumvent the vortex and not get trapped either. This explains why no trapping is observed in the phase diagram in Fig. 4 for large values of $l/a$ and $r/a$.

When the aspect ratio instead approximates that of a sphere, volume exclusion is more significant. Furthermore, due to the increased curvature of the ellipsoid, the effective solid body rotation is also less pronounced. Both of these factors contribute to the observation that trapping is less pronounced for near-spherical rollers.

### B. Physical mechanism of trapping by squeezing of streamlines

As seen in Fig. 5, the fluid on either side of the roller is nearly in solid body rotation except very close to the boundary, where this is a distortion in the $y$-direction. In order to derive a model for the trapping mechanism we can exploit this nearly two-dimensional nature of the flow to find a 2D streamfunction, $\psi(x, z)$ whose contours approximate the flow field close to the side of the roller. Fundamentally, the flow is composed of two

Fig. 6 Illustration of the vortex surrounding a rotating and translating disc for $\gamma = 0.1$ with lengths scaled by the disc radius $a$. (a) Front view ($y-z$ plane): the thick red line indicates the vortex boundary, with saddle points constituting the top half, while the dashed red line indicates two lines of centre stagnation points. (b) Side view ($x-z$ plane): The separatrix streamline is indicated in red, as is the centre stagnation point. The geometrical centre of the roller is indicated in black for comparison. The discrepancy between the points gives an indication of the magnitude of the error in this model.
different components, namely one due to the roller rotation and one due to the translation. We choose to model the rotation by means of a point (line) vortex of strength $2\psi$ placed at $x_0 = 0$ above a rigid, flat no-slip surface that we place at $z = -a$. In order to model translation we add a background flow of magnitude $-U\hat{x}$ and keep the ratio $\gamma = U\alpha\Omega$ as a parameter. For some additional generality we furthermore include a force per unit length of strength $F\hat{x}$, which we set to zero for the case of a force-free roller. A sketch of the setup is shown in Fig. 7.

The flow due to a point line vortex next to a rigid wall differs from that of a line vortex in infinite space due to a correction that is necessary to satisfy the no-slip condition on the boundary. The method of images provides a way to interpret this correction as equivalent to the influence of image singularities located in a hypothetical fluid on the other side of the boundary. In the case of a line vortex, these are a line vortex, a symmetric force dipole and a source-doublet placed at the mirror image point of the singularity, just as in the case of a three-dimensional rotlet singularity. Similarly, the image of the force is given by another force, a symmetric force dipole and a source dipole. We define the streamfunction, $\psi_s$, such that $u = (\partial\psi_s/\partial z, -\partial\psi_s/\partial x)$ and streamlines are lines of constant $\psi$. As described in detail in the ESI, the streamfunction is given by

$$\psi_s = (\eta^2 - 1)\log \frac{R}{r} + \frac{2(1 + \eta)(z + 1)(z + 2)}{R^2} - \gamma(z + 1),$$

(9)

where lengths have been scaled with $a, r^2 = z^2 + x^2, R^2 = (z + 2)^2 + x^2$ and the two dimensionless parameters $\gamma$ and $\eta$ are defined as

$$\gamma = \frac{U}{\Omega\alpha}, \quad \eta = \frac{F}{8\pi\mu\Omega\alpha}.$$  

(10)

A force-free roller then corresponds to the case $\eta = 0$. As is illustrated in Fig. 7, the flow is divided into four topologically distinct regions for non-zero values of $\gamma$, namely (I) a vortex of closed streamlines around the singularities, (II) a counter-rotating vortex vertically above the singularities, (III) streamlines passing around the roller above and (IV) streamlines passing below. Streamlines in regions (I) and (II) are closed, while streamlines in (III) and (IV) are unbounded. The origin of these regions may be understood in terms of the actual three-dimensional geometry around the roller, in which the stagnation points in the centres of regions (I) and (II) are linked up by a vortex ring in the $y$-$z$ plane while regions (III) and (IV) are linked by streamlines circumventing the roller by bending out of the $x$-$z$ plane.

The four regions are divided by a single separatrix streamline $\psi_s = \psi_0$, with two stagnation points fore and aft to the roller. In the degenerate case $\gamma = 0$ (no translation) these stagnation points collapse onto the wall. If $\eta = 0$ and $\gamma \geq 3/8$ they coalesce in a pitchfork bifurcation into a single saddle point vertically above the singularity and region (II) disappears.

For non-zero $\eta$, the position of these stagnation points is the solution to a transcendental equation. However, by means of a Taylor expansion it may be shown that for small $\gamma$ their height $z_*$ above the surface and the value of $\psi_0$ are given by

$$z_* = \frac{2(1 + \eta)}{(1 + 2\eta)^2} + O(\gamma^2), \quad \psi_0 = -\frac{1 + \eta}{(1 + 2\eta)^2} + O(\gamma^2).$$  

(11)

With this, we can trace the height of the separatrix to its value centrally below the roller $z_0$ and far away $z_\infty$, which are found to be

$$z_0 = \frac{1}{2 + 4\eta} + O(\gamma^2), \quad z_\infty = \frac{1 + \eta}{(1 + 2\eta)^2} + O(\gamma^2).$$

(12)

We see that their ratio obeys

$$\frac{z_0}{z_\infty} = \frac{1 + 2\eta}{2 + 4\eta} \leq 1.$$  

(13)

Therefore we have shown theoretically that the separatrix streamline is squeezed for any finite value of $\eta$, i.e. any flow with a rotational component regardless of any forcing. As $\eta \to \infty$ and there is only a force and no rotation, no squeezing of the streamlines occurs.

In order to understand the consequences of this consider a cargo particle of radius $r \ll z_{z*}$ resting in the path of the roller at a height less than $z_{z*}$ from the wall. The particle will be advected by the flow, first towards the stagnation point, and then below the roller. If $r \ll z_0$ the particle will survive the squeezing and will escape on the other side of the roller, to be advected away. In contrast, if $r \gg z_0$ the steric repulsion between the cargo particle and the wall means that the cargo will not survive the squeezing. Instead, it will experience a time-irreversible migration across the separatrix streamline into the vortex surrounding the flow singularities. Since the streamlines in this vortex are closed, such a particle will then remain trapped forever thereafter. This is the physical mechanism for trapping of cargo particles.

We note that $z_0/z_{z*}$ is minimised for $\eta = 0$, that is a force-free roller. Furthermore, since the squeezing requires $z_0/z_{z*} < 1$, it is not sufficient to have $\eta = \infty$, i.e. pure translation. Therefore rotation of the roller is a necessary ingredient for squeezing, even though it is not for the flow topology (see illustration in Fig. 8b). This agrees with our numerical observations, where no trapping occurs for a purely translating ellipsoid and any choice of parameters.
V. Discussion

In this paper we showed that the onset of hydrodynamic trapping by a surface roller near a wall is due to the physical contact of a passive finite-sized particle to the bottom wall, which breaks the time reversibility of the system. The flow field around a rotating and translating rigid body features a vortex of closed streamlines, in which particles can be trapped. However, the migration from unbounded streamlines into the vortex in the absence of gravity is only possible due to steric repulsion. While the actual three-dimensional flow field is rather complex, a simple two-dimensional singularity model allowed us to explain why rotation is the essential factor that contributes to trapping. A passive particle with a radius larger than the height of the deflected streamline experiences a steric repulsion from the bottom wall and translates into a vortex.

The trapping mechanism proposed here is analogous to the deterministic lateral displacement commonly used in micro-and nanofluidic separation systems. In a typical deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) device, particle trajectories are controlled by the steric interaction between particles and pillar arrays, as shown schematically in Fig. 9. Here small particles are approximately advected with the flow, but large particles collide with the array and migrate across streamlines. As a consequence, differently sized particles can be sorted by their size. Similarly, in our model only particles that are sufficiently large to experience steric interactions with the bottom wall but small enough to fit into the vortex can be selectively trapped inside of it.

In our approach to modelling this problem we made a few important assumptions. First, we assumed for computational feasibility that a finite-sized particle follows the streamlines of an isolated roller near a wall. In reality there are corrections due to the distortion of the flow field in the presence of the particle, and by Faxén’s law also the fact that finite-sized particles do not exactly follow streamlines. Detailed numerical calculations at judiciously chosen values of the parameters are reproduced in the ESI. They support the accuracy of our model and show that it is able to capture the key feature that enables DLD-like trapping in the entire parameter range considered in this paper. Nevertheless, due to lubrication forces the velocity of approach to the boundary is modified, and a more detailed analysis might be necessary to obtain certainty for a particular parameter configuration. In an experimental system, further deviations may be induced by the effects of thermal noise when the roller and cargo particles are sufficiently small.

Fig. 8 Illustration of the squeezing of streamlines in the two-dimensional singularity model, with parameter values chosen to emphasise important features of the flow field. (a) In the presence of a rotation, the separatrix streamline (bold, red) is squeezed below the singularity. (b) For a translating force with no rotation there is still a region of closed streamlines but no squeezing occurs.

Fig. 9 Schematic illustration of deterministic lateral displacement (DLD). While small particles (green) approximately follow the flow streamlines, large particles (red) divert their trajectories due to steric interactions with a micro-pillar array. Reprinted from ref. 14, with the permission of AIP Publishing.
Secondly, in order to remain analytically tractable our minimal theoretical models contain many simplifications of the real problem. Indeed, our numerics show that the three-dimensional nature of the geometry and the no-slip condition on the roller surface generate a velocity field that is more complex than either of the theoretical models predict. However, for a range of parameters the essential aspects flow topology are revealed to be similar to the 2D case, with regions containing closed vortical structures present at the sides of the roller and squeezed streamlines beneath.

Finally, we assumed that the passive particles are neutrally buoyant to eliminate the effect of gravity for simplification. In a typical experiment, the trapped objects are polystyrene particles or biological cells, which are slightly heavier than the surrounding fluid (water). In this case, the sedimentation of passive particles can be another irreversible force and induce trapping. However, this gravity-induced time-irreversibility becomes less significant in the case of a rapidly rotating roller, while the squeezing of streamlines and the thereby induced lateral migration is always present.
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